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The transformer-based pre-trained models have played a great role in many fields, in which
the large language models, e.g. ChatGPT4.0, have achieved remarkable results. However, it
has not achieved satisfactory results in the field of mathematical reasoning and mathematical
knowledge generation. In essence, machine learning is the statistical prediction based on the
existing empirical data, which is essentially different from automatic reasoning and symbolic
computation. Therefore, how to effectively combine the empirical data based prediction with
the rule based reasoning or computation has become an issue concerning to us.

By analyzing the process of human reasoning, we find that mathematicians conjecture with
the help of experience, and then verifies the relevant properties by using existing properties
and theorems. If the properties are successfully verified, they becomes theorems and fur-
ther become the knowledge of mathematicians. Aiming at the automatic discovery of plane
geometry knowledge, we combine the machine learning based methods with the symbolic
reasoning based methods to reproduce the process of mathematical knowledge discovery.

Specifically, the knowledge of plane geometry usually includes the following information:
the steps to draw a geometric figure, the geometric figure, and the attributes of the figure.
Among them, the drawing steps determine the all attributes about the figure, and the specific
geometric figure is a concrete representation of the abstract attributes. The attributes of geo-
metric figure include not only the attributes directly contained in the drawing steps, but also
the attributes that have not been clearly explained but can be proved by the direct attributes.
In this talk, we express these concepts as: drawing steps, geometric figure, direct attributes
and indirect attributes.

The purpose of this paper is to explore an automatic method for discovering indirect attributes
from given geometric figures. The method includes: 1) using the methods of machine learn-
ing to obtain the drawing steps and direct attributes from geometric figures; 2) using the
geometric information retrieval algorithm [1] to obtain direct and indirect attributes from ge-
ometric figures; 3) using symbolic reasoning tools (or geometric algorithms) to verify the
correctness of alternative reasoning attributes; 4) using the GEOTHER [2] module of Epsilon
[3] to prove the correctness of the indirect attributes from the direct attributes; 5) combining



all above methods to automatically discover the plane geometry knowledge. More specific
work plan of this study is listed as follows:

1. Using a geometric drawing software, such as Geogebra, to draw geometric figures from
randomly generated drawing steps; then the dataset of (drawing steps, figure) pairs can be
obtained; the set can be used to train a model for generating direct attributes (or drawing
steps) from given figures, and this model is called the direct attribute generating model;

2. Using the geometric information retrieval algorithm to obtain direct attributes and the
candidates of indirect attributes from the generated geometric figures in 1; the candidate set
of indirect attributes is obtained by removing the direct attributes in 1;

3. With the randomly generated direct attributes and corresponding figure in 1, we can try to
verify the correctness of the indirect attribute candidates by using the GEOTHER module of
Epsilon: if a candidate if verified, it becomes a indirect attribute of the given direct attributes
and corresponding figure and will be marked as a knowledge of the plain geometric;

4. By using the dataset of geometric knowledge, i.e. the set of (direct attributes, indirect
attributes) pairs, a model for generating indirect attribute candidates can be trained, and we
call it as the indirect attribute generating model;

5. For a given geometric figure, the direct attribute generating model is used to generate direct
attributes and the indirect attribute generating model is used to generate the indirect attribute
candidates, then the geometric module GEOTHER of software Epsilon is used to check the
correctness of the candidates. Once a candidate is verified, a new geometric knowledge
related with the given figure is obtained automatically.

The above procedure is one implementation about how human beings discover geometric
knowledge, i.e. attribute conjecture, attribute verification, and knowledge generation, and it
should be total automatic procedure.
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